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Differences in pharmacokinetic behaviour of
branded enoxaparin and a US generic version in
a non-human primate model
Professor Walter P Jeske1,2, PhD; Jeanine M Walenga1,2, PhD; Nicolas Simon3, MD, PhD; Debra Hoppensteadt2,
PhD; Josephine Cunanan2, MD; Vicki Escalante1, BS; Jawed Fareed2, PhD; Mamdouh Bakhos1, MD
Introduction: Low molecular weight heparins (LMWHs) are composed of a heterogeneous mixture of oligosaccharides that express
a spectrum of biological activities. Studies conducted in primates (Macaca mulatta) comparing branded and one generic enoxaparin
showed differences in pharmacodynamic (PD) behaviours, particularly in the mean release of tissue factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI).
Methods: To further investigate these differences, TFPI levels as a function of time and anti-factor Xa or anti-factor IIa activity were
ascribed to an indirect response model with a tolerance component. The influences of covariates on all PD parameters were tested.
Results: TFPI levels were increased by administration of both branded and generic enoxaparins but were differentially described in
terms of the slope for anti-factor Xa and anti-factor IIa stimulation of TFPI release: anti-factor Xa branded versus generic respectively
[mean (relative standard error %)] 0.20 (21) vs 0.13 (31) (P < 0.001) and anti-factor IIa branded versus generic respectively 1.22 (42) vs
0.65 (49) (P < 0.001).
Conclusion: The observed differences between enoxaparin products may be due to compositional differences in the circulating oligosaccharide components of the drugs at a given time, suggesting that PD characterization to determine bioequivalence of a generic
LMWH should include parameters beyond the typical anti-factor Xa and anti-factor IIa measurements.
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Introduction
Low molecular weight heparins (LMWHs) are complex biological
drug products derived from the chemical or enzymatic depolymerization of crude heparin [1]. This depolymerization yields a
mixture of glycosaminoglycan chains of shorter length. While the
composition of an LMWH product is dependent on the structural
characteristics of the parent unfractionated heparin [2], some process-dependent structural modifications can also be induced [3, 4].
Approximately one quarter of the oligosaccharide chains in
LMWH contain the pentasaccharide sequence required for
potentiating the inhibition of factor Xa (FXa) and thrombin
(factor IIa [FIIa]) (anti-FXa and anti-FIIa activities) by antithrombin [1, 5, 6]. Thus, the antithrombotic effects of the majority of
the chains are not taken into account by these two anticoagulant
activities. Yet these ‘forgotten’ chains are associated with the
therapeutic effects of LMWH [7, 8].
Among the effects of the ‘forgotten’ glycosaminoglycans are
interactions with the endothelial glycocalyx, which results in a
modulation of the release of several factors such as myeloperoxidase [9], von Willebrand factor [10], and tissue factor pathway
inhibitor (TFPI) [11, 12]. TPFI is a serine protease inhibitor that
inactivates the TF/FVIIa complex that serves as the primary initiator of the coagulation cascade. TFPI is therefore a critically
important naturally occurring inhibitor of thrombin generation
that facilitates the antithrombotic activity of administered heparin.
Enoxaparin (Lovenox®/Clexane®) is a LMWH commonly used
for the treatment and prevention of deep vein thrombosis and

the treatment of the acute coronary syndrome. Today, several
generic versions of this LMWH have been commercialized.
Because LMWH is a biological product, with a highly heterogeneous structure and multiple modes of antithrombotic actions,
how to define biosimilarity among LMWH preparations has
been a source of controversy [13]. In the US, bioequivalence
of generic LMWH preparations as compared to the branded/
originator product has been defined by the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) according to five criteria: equivalence of
heparin source material and mode of depolymerization, equivalence of physicochemical properties, equivalence of disaccharide building blocks and sequence of oligosaccharide species,
equivalence of biological/biochemical assays and equivalence
of in vivo pharmacodynamic (PD) profile [14]. The currently
approved generic enoxaparins, registered through an abbreviated generic pathway by FDA, did not require clinical studies.
Chemical methods to quantitate heparin levels are not available. Rather, heparin levels are determined using biological
assays that measure a single effect. The pharmacokinetic (PK)
behaviour of heparins and LMWHs are typically determined in
terms of PD measures such as anti-FXa and anti-FIIa activity. In
our previous investigations of enoxaparin using a non-human
primate model [15], PD differences between the branded and
a US generic version of enoxaparin were observed. Such differences were most notable in the extent of TFPI release. The
objective of this study was to better explain and characterize the
differences between branded and generic enoxaparin by applying a non-linear mixed effects model (NONMEM) to the previously collected data [16-19]. In this model, the ‘cause’ (anti-FXa,
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anti-FIIa) and ‘effect’ (TFPI release) characteristics of LMWHs
over their residence time in circulation were analysed to determine if differences exist between branded and generic enoxaparin following single-dose administration.

Materials and methods
Test agents
Five batches of the branded enoxaparin Lovenox® (Sanofi US,
Bridgewater, NJ) were compared to five batches of the first registered generic enoxaparin in the US (Sandoz US, Princeton, NJ).

Experimental system
Studies were conducted in a non-human primate model
(Macaca mulatta) as previously described [15]. Primates were
administered a single 1 mg/kg sc dose of enoxaparin. Treatment
groups were comprised of three independent primates for each
drug-batch. A two-week washout period was used between
treatments.
Blood samples were collected at baseline and at 1, 3, 6, 12,
and 24 hours post-drug administration. Plasma samples were
prepared and stored frozen until they were evaluated in batches
using established assays.

(DV-PRED), observed versus individual predictions (DV-IPRE),
normalized predictive distribution errors versus time (npdeTIME), normalized predictive distribution errors versus predictions (npde-PRED) and observed versus time with 90% interval
of prediction (visual predictive check). Diagnostic graphics
and distribution statistics were obtained using the R program
(R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). The
influences of covariates (branded or generic product, body
weight) on all parameters were then tested. The diagnostic
plots described above, the change in objective function, and the
change in parameter variability to selected factors that improved
the model’s prediction were noted. A decrease of at least 6.61 in
objective function value, i.e. Chi² distribution with one degree
of freedom for P < 0.01, relative to the base model was required
for the addition of a single parameter to the model.

TFPI modelling
TFPI levels as a function of time and anti-FXa or anti-FIIa activity
were ascribed to an indirect response model. In these models,
enoxaparin was thought to stimulate the response production
rate, Ktr*R0 (transit time rate constant multiplied by response at
baseline). The model equation was then:
dR/dt = Ktr*R0*(1 + STIM) − Ktr*R

Equation 1

Anti-FXa activity was determined by an amidolytic assay as
described previously [20] using human FXa (Enzyme Research
Laboratories, South Bend, IN) and Spectrozyme Xa (American
Diagnostica, Greenwich, CT), adapted to run on the ACL Elite
analyzer (Instrumentation Laboratory, Bedford, MA).

where R and STIM stood for the PD response and the stimulation linked with the anti-FXa or the anti-FIIa activity respectively.
When the drug treatment started, the system was at steady state
which is defined by the baseline parameter, R = R0.

Anti-FIIa activity was determined by an amidolytic assay as
described previously [20] using human thrombin (Enzyme
Research Laboratories, South Bend, IN) and Spectrozyme TH
(American Diagnostica, Greenwich, CT), adapted to run on the
ACL 300 Plus analyzer (Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA).

The individual time-courses showed that there was a loss of
drug effect during the treatment time. To take this into account,
an empirical ability of releasing TFPI was defined as a function
of time and drug exposure. The ability model equation was
then:

Plasma enoxaparin levels were determined by extrapolation
from anti-FXa and anti-FIIa concentration response curves
developed by supplementing each enoxaparin sample to
pooled normal primate plasma over a concentration range of
0.1 to 2.5 μg/mL.
Total TFPI levels were determined by immunoassay (Asserachrom TFPI: Stago, Parsippany, NJ). TFPI levels were baseline
corrected to minimize the effect of primate-to-primate differences in basal TPFI levels.

Anti-FXa and anti-FIIa modelling
Data were analysed using the non-linear mixed effect modelling software program NONMEM (Version 7.2, ICON Development Solutions, Baltimore, MD) with a Fortran compiler. The
first order conditional estimation (FOCE) method was used for
parameter estimation. Anti-FXa and anti-FII data were ascribed
to an open one- or two-compartment model with zero or first
order input. The decrease of the activity (output) was evaluated with a first order or a Michaelis-Menten equation. The
inter-individual variability was modelled with an exponential
model and the residual variability with additive, proportional
or combined models. For evaluation of the goodness-of-fit, the
following graphs were compared: observed versus predictions
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dabi/dt = Kabi*(ENOX − abi)

Equation 2

where Kabi, abi and ENOX stood for the transit time rate constant
of ability, the ability of releasing TFPI over time and the effect
of enoxaparin respectively.
The response model became:
dR/dt = Ktr*R0*abi*(1 + STIM) − Ktr*R

Equation 3

When anti-FXa or anti-FIIa activity increased, abi decreased and
multiplied the response which decreased as well. STIM and
ENOX took into account the enoxaparin exposure and were
evaluated using linear, Emax and exponential models.
Anti-FXa or anti-FIIa and TFPI were analysed sequentially. A
total of 15 animals with 144 observations of anti-FXa, 142 observations of anti-FIIa and 124 observations of TFPI were analysed.
The anti-FXa or anti-FIIa parameters were fixed for the TFPI analysis. Additive and proportional models were tested to describe
the residual and the inter-individual variability. The influence
of the enoxaparin product (branded versus generic) was tested
on each PD parameter. The criteria used for testing the effect of
the enoxaparin version and for evaluating the goodness-of-fit
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were similar to those used for anti-FXa or anti-FIIa modelling. All
modelling was performed using currently recognized techniques
to describe the time course and effect of a test agent [21-23].

Figure 1: Time course of anti-FXa and anti-FIIa activity

Results
Administration of branded and generic enoxaparin has previously
been shown to increase plasma TFPI concentration, as well as antiFIIa and anti-FXa activities [15]. A higher peak TFPI concentration
was observed following treatment with the branded enoxaparin
compared to generic (P < 0.05), see Table 1. These higher TFPI
levels were sustained through the 24-hour post-injection period.
The anti-FIIa circulating activity over the 24-hour post-injection
period was significantly higher for the generic, see Figure 1A,
than the branded, see Figure 1B, enoxaparin (P < 0.05). The
anti-FXa circulating activity, see Figure 1C, was not statistically
different for the branded and generic enoxaparins.

Anti-FXa analysis
The anti-FXa activity versus time data were best described with
a one-compartment model and a Michaelis-Menten elimination. The parameters were the constant of appearance (KA), the
volume of distribution (V), the maximum rate of anti-FXa disappearance (Vmax), the Michaelis-Menten constant (KM), the
inter-individual variability on the volume of distribution and
the residual variability described as a proportional model. The
only significant covariate that influenced the model was body
weight (WT) on the volume of distribution. The circulating antiFXa activity was not different between the branded and generic
products, see Table 1. The final parameters are described in
Table 2; all parameters were well estimated according to
their relative standard errors (RSE). Figure 1C depicts anti-FXa
observed time-course with the median and 5th/95th percentiles
of the model predictions. The observed data are well included
in the simulated percentiles with no significant bias.

Anti-FIIa analysis
The anti-FIIa activity versus time data were best described with
a one-compartment model and a first-order elimination. The
parameters were the constant of appearance (KA), the volume
of distribution (V), the constant of disappearance (KE), the
inter-individual variability on the KE and the residual variability
described as a proportional model. The WT was incorporated
in the model for KE and V as an allometric function. The modelling analysis shows that the covariate, branded or generic
enoxaparin, leads to a significantly different volume of distribution, see Table 3. The time-course of anti-IIa activity is different for the generic relative to the branded product. The final
parameters are described in Table 3; all parameters were well
estimated according to RSE. Figures 1A and 1B depict anti-FIIa
observed time-course with the median and 5th/95th percentiles of the model predictions. The observed data are well
included in the simulated percentiles with no significant bias.

Anti-FXa/TFPI analysis
Administration of both branded and generic enoxaparin was
associated with an increase in TFPI concentration.
The exploratory plot of TFPI release versus anti-FXa activity as
a measure of enoxaparin circulating concentration, see Figure 2,
showed a clockwise hysteresis (proteresis) which was overlapping

Figure 1A: Symbols represent observed anti-FIIa data for all batches of branded enoxaparin.
The solid line represents the median and dotted lines the 5th and 95th percentiles of the
model predictions for anti-FIIa activity. Figure 1B: Symbols represent observed anti-FIIa data
for all batches of generic enoxaparin. The solid line represents the median and dotted lines
the 5th and 95th percentiles of the model predictions for anti-FIIa activity. Figure 1C: Symbols
represent all observed anti-FXa data (branded and generic enoxaparin data was combined
in this particular graph as no significant difference in anti-FXa activity over time between
products was identified). The solid line represents the median and dotted lines the 5th and
95th percentiles of the model predictions for anti-FXa activity.
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Table 1: Plasma levels in primates treated with branded or generic enoxaparin
(1 mg/kg SC)
Anti-FIIa; μg/mL

TFPI; ng/mL

Generic

Anti-FXa; μg/mL

Branded

Generic

Branded

Branded

Generic

BL

0.0 ± 0.0

0.0 ± 0.0

0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0

1 hr

94.6 ± 11.1

80.0 ± 6.7

5.4 ± 2.1 5.4 ± 1.8 10.0 ± 1.3 8.7 ± 0.9

0.0 ± 0.0

0.0 ± 0.0

3 hrs

120.6 ± 14.3 96.0 ± 21.4 6.3 ± 2.1 7.8 ± 1.8 11.8 ± 1.0 10.0 ± 1.4

Thus, as for the anti-FXa activity/TFPI release
proteresis relationship, a component taking into
account the ability to release TFPI was added
in the model. The stimulation of enoxaparin on
TFPI release (STIM) and the effect of enoxaparin
on the ability disappearance of releasing TFPI
(ENOX) were best estimated using similar functions to those previously defined for anti-FXa
activity (Eq. 4 and 5).

The parameters were the TFPI baseline (R0), the
slope of anti-FIIa stimulation on TFPI release
(SLP), the transit time rate constant of TFPI
12 hrs 14.0 ± 9.9
0.4 ± 0.9
3.7 ± 1.0 6.1 ± 1.6 8.0 ± 0.3 8.0 ± 0.9
release (Ktr), the transit time constant of ability
24 hrs 0.0 ± 0.0
0.0 ± 0.0
0.6 ± 0.3 0.4 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.2
of TFPI release (Kabi), the anti-FIIa rate constant
Adapted from: Clin Appl Thromb Hemost. 2012;19(3):261-7. (mean ± SD; n = 25).
on ability of TFPI release. The residual variabilBL: baseline; SC: subcutaneous; TFPI: tissue factor pathway inhibitor.
ity was better described as proportional but the
inter-individual variability could not be correctly estimated.
for branded and generic enoxaparin. Because the proteresis
could not be fully described by an indirect response model, comData from the primate model demonstrated that the TFPI values
ponent taking into account the limited ability of releasing TFPI
were different between the branded and generic products. This
was added in the model. The capacity of enoxaparin to stimulate
the release of TFPI (STIM defined in Eq. 1; SLP defined as the
Table 2: Pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic parameters of antislope of anti-FXa stimulation on TFPI release) was defined as
FXa and tissue factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI) model
proportional because an Emax model was over-parameterized.
6 hrs

76.4 ± 10.5

52.6 ± 24.2 5.0 ± 1.6 8.2 ± 2.2 11.0 ± 1.4 10.7 ± 1.7

STIM = SLP * anti-Xa

Equation 4

The effect of enoxaparin on the ability disappearance of releasing TFPI was estimated by the use of an exponential function
(ENOX in Eq. 2) where Kres is defined as the anti-FXa rate constant of ability disappearance:
ENOX = exp(−Kres * anti-Xa)

Equation 5

The final model is depicted in Figure 3. The parameters were
the TFPI baseline (R0), the slope of anti-FXa stimulation on TFPI
release (SLP), the transit time rate constant of TFPI release (Ktr),
the transit time constant of ability of TFPI release (Kabi), and the
anti-FXa rate constant on ability of TFPI release. The residual variability was better described as proportional but the inter-individual variability could not be correctly estimated. Three enoxaparin
doses have been simulated (500, 1,000, 1,500 IU) to depict TFPI
release and the decreasing ability to release TFPI, see Figure 4.
With time the ability of releasing TFPI returns to the base value.
In the primate model, the TFPI values were different between
the branded and generic products. This effect was significantly
described by SLP values for branded and generic enoxaparin
(P < 0.001). The parameters using the final model are described
in Table 2.

Base model

Final model

Mean (RSE %)

Mean (RSE %)

Fixed effects anti-FXa
KA (L/h)

1.10 (7.8)

1.10 (7.8)

V (l) = θ (WT/median
body weight)

52.8 (3.6)

52.8 (3.6)

Vmax (anti-Xa/V/h)

0.60 (3.4)

0.60 (3.4)

KM (anti-Xa/L)

0.11 (48)

0.11 (48)

R0 (ng/mL)

56.9 (18)

60.1 (12)

SLP (1/anti-Xa)

0.17 (31)

Fixed effects TFPI

Branded

–

0.20 (21)

Generic

–

0.13 (31)*

1.10 (28)

0.94 (22)

Ktr (1/h)
Kres

1.91 (15)

1.9 (13)

Kabi (1/h)

0.19 (9)

0.20 (10)

10.1 (45)

10.1 (45)

σ proportional anti-Xa (%) 14.3 (6.4)

14.3 (6.4)

σ additive TFPI (ng/mL)

14.1 (16)

Random effects
Intersubject variability
ωV (%)
Residual variability

Anti-FIIa/TFPI analysis
Administration of both branded and generic enoxaparin was
associated with an increase in TFPI concentration.
The exploratory plot of TFPI release versus anti-FIIa activity as
a measure of enoxaparin circulating concentration, see Figure 5,
showed a clockwise hysteresis (proteresis) with distinct loops
obtained for branded and generic enoxaparins. The proteresis
could not be fully described by an indirect response model.

GaBI Journal

Parameters

16.5 (15)

*P < 0.001 versus branded.
KA: constant rate of appearance; Kabi: transit time rate constant for ability of releasing TFPI;
Kres: anti-Xa rate constant of ability disappearance; Ktr: transit time rate constant; KM: Michaelis-Menten constant; R0: TFPI baseline; RSE: relative standard error; SLP: slope of anti-Xa
stimulation on TFPI release; V: volume of distribution normalized by median body weight
(8.45 kg); Vmax: maximum rate of anti-Xa disappearance; WT: body weight.
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Table 3: Pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic parameters of antiFIIa and tissue factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI) model
Parameters

Base model
Mean (RSE %)

Figure 3: Final model linking enoxaparin concentration with
tissue factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI) release
V

Final model
Mean (RSE %)

Anti-Xa

Fixed effects anti-FIIa
KA (L/h)

VM/ (KM+anti-Xa)

KA

0.35 (20)

0.41 (26)

θ1

0.16 (16)

0.14 (20)

θ2

0.24 (39)

0.30 (31)

KE (L/h) = θ1 * (WT/median
body weight)**θ2

V (l) = θ3 * (WT/median
body weight)

Kabi*enox

Ktr*base*(1+stim)*abi

12.3 (15)
ability

θ3 if Branded

–

15.1 (19)

θ3 if Generic

–

12.6 (17)

R0 (ng/mL)

78.4 (6.5)

64.5 (10)

SLP (1/anti-IIa)

0.18 (18)

TFPI

Kabi

Ktr

Fixed effects TFPI

Branded

1.22 (42)

Generic
Ktr (1/h)

0.65 (49)*
0.65 (32)

0.29 (9)

Kres

3.87 (8.9)

4.81 (11)

Kabi (1/h)

0.25 (14)

0.63 (20)

Random effects
Inter-subject variability
ωKE (%)

18.4 (38)

19.4 (41)

σ proportional anti-IIa (%)

40.9 (6.7)

39.2 (7.5)

σ additive TFPI (ng/mL)

17.9 (11)

13.9 (14)

abi: [ability]; ENOX: exp(-Kres*[anti-FXa]); KA: constant rate of appearance; Kabi: transit time
rate constant for ability of releasing TFPI; Ktr: transit time rate constant; KM: Michaelis-Menten
constant; STIM: slope * [anti-FXa] by test; V: volume of distribution normalized by median
body weight (8.45 kg); Vmax: maximum rate of anti-Xa disappearance.

effect was significantly described by the SLP values for branded
and generic enoxaparin (P < 0.001). The parameters using the
final model are described in Table 3.

Discussion
LMWH is not a single entity. Rather, it is a complex drug composed of a mixture of oligosaccharide chains that are heterogeneous in terms of their chemistry and biology. Heparin
oligosaccharides vary in molecular weight (chain length) as well

Residual variability
Figure 4: Simulation of tissue factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI)
release by enoxaparin

*P < 0.001 versus branded.
KA: constant rate of appearance; Kabi: transit time rate constant for ability of releasing TFPI;
KE: constant rate of disappearance normalized by median body weight with an allometric
function; Kres: anti-IIa rate constant of tolerance appearance; Ktr: transit time rate constant; R0:
TFPI baseline; RSE: relative standard error; SLP: slope of anti-IIa stimulation on TFPI release;
V: volume of distribution normalized by median body weight (8.45 kg).

Figure 2: Relationship between enoxaparin levels and tissue
factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI) release

Plasma enoxaparin levels were determined based on anti-FXa activity. TFPI levels were
baseline-corrected. Plotting mean TFPI levels versus mean enoxaparin levels resulted in a
proteresis relationship. Numbers on the graph indicate sample collection time.

The release of TFPI was simulated for three doses of enoxaparin (500, 1,000 and 1,500 IU)
using the anti-FXa model described in Figure 3.
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Figure 5: Relationship between enoxaparin levels and tissue
factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI) release

Plasma enoxaparin levels were determined based on anti-FIIa activity. TFPI levels were
baseline-corrected. Plotting mean TFPI levels versus mean enoxaparin levels resulted in a
proteresis relationship. Numbers on the graph indicate sample collection time.

as in fine chemical structure, e.g. degree and pattern of sulfation.
It is the combination of these chemical properties of heparin
that govern its biological activities. As each heparin chain can be
characterized by its individual chemical properties, each heparin
chain will possess its individual biological effects.
Evaluation of heparins by in vitro analysis (essentially 100% bioavailability of all saccharides) will assess its activities as a whole,
with the notable exclusion of those actions induced physiologically with administration of the heparin (such as TFPI release).
Conversely, an in vivo/ex vivo analysis takes into account all biological activities. For heparins, inclusion of the PK behaviour is
highly important because of the heterogeneous oligosaccharide
chains that are variably absorbed/eliminated with subcutaneous
administration. Thus, PD studies of a LMWH are the most reflective of how these drugs will behave in treated patients (true PK
studies of heparin are not possible due to the heterogeneity of
the drug’s molecular composition). PK behaviour is influenced
by chain length with shorter heparin chains exhibiting a higher
bioavailability and slower clearance than larger chains [5]. In
terms of PDs, it is known that there is a minimal heparin chain
length required to promote thrombin inhibition [24]. Thus, the
PK behaviour of the individual heparin chains directly impacts
the resulting biological activities.
It is widely accepted that heparin’s anticoagulant activity is
largely (but not solely) derived through its ability to bind to antithrombin and accelerate its inhibition of a variety of coagulation
factors. Since the specific pentasaccharide sequence required
for high-affinity binding to antithrombin is present in only a
small fraction of heparin oligosaccharides, measuring the inhibition of FXa or thrombin alone likely does not represent a full
picture of heparin’s biological activity. This is supported by the
fact that animal and human studies have not convincingly demonstrated a correlation between circulating anti-FXa activity and
antithrombotic or haemorrhagic activity of LMWHs [25].
Another important mediator of the antithrombotic effect induced
by heparin is TFPI release. TFPI is normally found in the vascular
endothelium and is released into circulation following the
administration of a polyanion such as heparin [12]. Previous studies
have shown that the size and charge density of the polyanion influence the extent of TFPI release [12, 26], with larger, more highly
charged oligosaccharides having a larger effect on TFPI release.
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Our assessment of the PD of branded/originator versus generic
enoxaparin used an integrated approach pairing known antithrombotic activities of LMWH over the residence time of the drug,
i.e. drug level (measured by anti-FXa or anti-FIIa activity) paired
with biological effect (TFPI release). These parameters (anti-FXa,
anti-FIIa and TFPI) are among those recommended for pharmacological characterization of innovator and biosimilar LMWHs [27].
A previous study in healthy male volunteers receiving an infusion
of unfractionated heparin demonstrated a clockwise proteresis
loop when the anti-FIIa activity was plotted against TFPI levels
[28]. This proteresis was believed to be due to an acute tolerance
of endothelial TFPI release. This was also observed in our study
with LMWH performed in non-human primates.
Importantly, our study revealed that there are PD differences in TFPI
release between branded and generic enoxaparins. We suggest that
this is due to compositional differences in the oligosaccharide components of the different enoxaparins (size and/or charge density of
the saccharide chains) resident in blood circulation at a given time.
The higher molecular weight chains would be particularly impactful
in this regard. Heparin chains of varying molecular weight exhibit
varying pharmacologic effects [28-30] with TFPI release being more
dependent on the higher molecular weight chains [12, 26].
The findings of our study, based on ex vivo analyses, demonstrated
that despite the similarity of the resulting anti-FXa activity for the
branded/originator and generic enoxaparins following subcutaneous administration, there are significant differences between
these two enoxaparin products in terms of anti-FIIa activity and
other heparin-dependent biological activities. The higher variability in the TFPI release for the generic enoxaparin, and the difference in the TFPI release (in total and over time) between the
two enoxaparin products, suggests the possibility that the higher
molecular weight saccharide chains are structurally different
between branded and generic enoxaparins. This may be a result
of subtle differences in the depolymerization process or in the
composition of the parent unfractionated heparin. Results from
our other investigations on the same batches of these enoxaparins revealed a higher biological variability among the batches of
the generic enoxaparin in blood coagulation assays where activity
is based on the higher molecular weight components of the heparin. This further supports the concept that differences between
the branded/originator and generic enoxaparin products exist in
the higher molecular weight components [15, 31].
Our study does have some limitations. A crossover design was
not applied. Additionally, there was insufficient data to be able
to test for differences between drug batches.
The data of this study and its analytical outcome have a two-fold
implication on LMWH pharmaceutical products. First, product
characterization to determine equivalence to the originator product,
and thus clinical interchangeability of a generic LMWH, is more
complex than simple anti-FXa and anti-FIIa measurements and the
required chemical characterization that focuses on the lowest molecular weight oligosaccharides and disaccharides. Second, the demonstrated differences between the branded/originator and generic
enoxaparin products in terms of temporal behaviour on important
antithrombotic properties may have implications on the therapeutic
index of LMWHs, particularly in clinical settings where higher dosages
are administered such as in treatment of acute coronary syndrome.
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